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Abetract

Thie paper comiders the intertemporal choice problem tn purcbase an automo-

bile with a gaeoline or a diesel engine. We propoae an approech to estimate

implicit intetr~t rates uaing aggregate puzchasing data. Our approach ab-

stracts from compGcated other aspecta such aa product differentiation, and

takea into account the endogeneity of pricea set by the manufacturets. We

obtain intereat rate estimatea that are considerably lower than most previous

estimates obtained in the literature on consumer applimcea. We attribute our

resulta partly to our approach which incorporatea coneumer purchasing data,

and partly to eome structural featurea of the automobile industry.
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1 Introduction

The theory of intertemporal choice makes the sharp prediction that people should

discount their future gains or losses at the market interest rate i. When faced

with this interest rate, consumers should accept any investment opportunity paying

more than i and borrow the required amount on the capital market. Similatly, they

should reject any investment opportunity paying leas than i and lend their available

óquidity on the capital market. Growing empirical evidence, however, aeema to

suggest that this sharp prediction of economic theory is often violated in teal world

situations. In the context of conaumer durables purchasing decisions, people need to

trade-off a larger initial purchase price with future energy savings. Several studies

indicate that the conaumets' marginal rate of time preference - or their "implicit

interest rate" - often well exceeds the market interest rate i. Hausman's (1979)

study on air conditioner purchases finds an average impGcit interest rate of about

25 percent. This puzzling evidence was confirmed and reinforced in aubsequent

work, with estimates of up to 300 percent, depending on the type of appliance

being studied.l

This paper provides eatimates of implicit intereat rates in sutomobile purchaeing

decisiona. We focus on the consumer's problem of choosing between two types of

engine, the gasoline and the diesel engine. In Europe, almost all models are sold

under both types. The gasoGne engine is typically less fuel efficient and requires

more expensive fuel (due Lo higher taxes) than the diesel engine. At the satne

time, however, the initial purchase price of a gasoline car is generally lower than

the price of its dieael twin brother. The choice between gasoline or diesel cars thus

contains an important investment aspect, the outcome of which will depend on

the consumer's annual mileage. We construct an econometric model that exphcitly

takes into account these considerations. Using a sample of paira of sutomobiles, we

essentially infer implicit intereat rates from the relative popularity of the gaaoline

and diesel variants, given the obaerved differences in initial purchase price, fuel costa

per mile, and other chatacteristica.

We obtain implicit interest rate eatimatea that ate considerably lower than thoae

of previous studiea on consumer durables purchasing decisiona. Our eatimates

roughly vary between 5 and 13 percent, depending on the adopted specification.

This seems slightly above, but does not differ subatantially from varioua meastues

of the market interest rate. Our estimates are thus consistent with intertemporal

choice theory, in contrast with most other empirical evidence on consumer durables

purcha.ving decisiona. We attribute our results pattly to our improved methodology,

which incorpotates market share data in the analyais. Some specific structural fea.

1See Lowenetein and Thaler (1989) for a detailed review of this literature.
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tures of the automobile market may also be responsible for our results, in particular

the high liquidity due to a well-established capital market for car financing, and the

good information available to consumers. Finally, our resulta may follow from the

focus on the gasoline~diesel investment problem, which abstracts from other aspects

that may complicate decision making, such as the decision problem to choose one

model out of a variety of differentiated products.

The next section provides an overview of the market for gasoline and dieael cars

in Europe, including some preliminary evidence. Section 3 constructs the model

and the econometric specification. In section 4 the empirical results ate presented.

Section 5 interprets the evidence in óght of previous estimates of implicit interest

rates.

2 Gasoline and diesel cars in Europe - a first look

The vast majority of automobile engines are fuelled with distillates of petroleum

- gasoline, diesel or LPG. The first two variants are the most common in most

European countries. In a gasoline engine, a mixture of air and fuel is ignited by

a spark; in a diesel engine, the mixtttre explodes spontaneously due to the high

pressure. These technical differences lie at the basis of the well-known differences

in performance and comfort. The diesel engine has traditionally produced lower

horsepower (at equal diaplacement), and lower speed and acceleration than the

gasoline engine. Furthermore, the diesel engine has a reputation of making more

noise and of a less reliable start under cold temperatures. Due to technological

improvements (such as the introduction of the turbo and direct injection), these

diffetences have diminished during the past years. A diesel engine generally has

a greater fuel efficiency yielding a greater "autonomy" (the number of miles that

can be driven with a full). Despite the greater fuel etficiency, the diesel engine

presumably generates more air pollution than the (unleaded) gasoline alternative.2

We have collected data on sales, list prices and technical characteristics of 41

pairs of sutomobile models in three European countries, Belgium, France and Italy,

during 1991-1994.3 Models are the base models from the gasoline and the diesel

~Ae diacueeed in Michaelis ( 1995), the dieeel engine emite leas carbon monozide than the (un-
leaded) gaeoline engine, roughly the eame wlatile organic wmpounda, and morc NOx. In addition,

it emite airbome particulatee unlike the gaeoline engine.
3Data on liat pricea ( including value added taxes) and technical characteriatíce come hom the

following wcekly retail cataloguee (Auguet iaeue) De Autogid~ (Belgium), 1'Automobile Magazine

(FYance), Quattrmaote (Italy). Salea data come hom publicatione on new car rcgmtratione by the
Nationaal Inetituut voor Statistiek (Belgium), 1'Argue de 1'Automolriie et Locomotione ( Flance)

and A.C.I. (Italy). Average snnud gaeoline md diesel fuel prices, for all three wuntriea, are taken
from 1'Aryue de l'Automoóift et Locomotiona. Data on the dietribution of mileege, by eeveral



range. In case the base model of a gasoline variant was equipped with a different

set of options than the diesel variant (e.g. air conditioner or ABS), we upgraded or

downgraded the variants such that they contain the same equipment.4 The techni-

cal characteristics include weight, displacement, horsepower, fiscal óorsepower, fuel

efficiency, speed and acceleration. Other characteristics such as length or width

have not been collected since they are common to the gasoline and the diesel vari-

ants of each model. Information on fiscal horsepower is used to compute the annual

car tax for the various cars. Table 1 provides summary statistics for the variables

included in our data set. Monetary units are expressed in dollars.

Table 2 summarizes, by country, several essential differences between the gasoline

and the diesel models. These figures provide some first intuition on the investment

aspects involved in the gasoóne~diesel purchase decision. The first five rows present

differences in engine performance. For example, it can be seen that horsepower is on

average about 7 kW lower for a diesel than for a gasoline car, whereas displacement

is about 350 cc higher. This is consistent with the conventional wisdom on gasoline

and diesel engines. The next two rows summarize differences in annual operating

costs. Annual operating costs consist of both fuel costs (price per liter times liters

per mile tirnes annual mileage for the average driver) and annual car taxes. In all

three countries there are large savings in annual fuel costs from driving a diesel

car.s These fuel cost savings vary substantially across countries, due to differing

national fuel taxation policies; the Iargest fuel cost savings may be realized in Fl~ance,

amounting to about 510 dollar per year for the average driver. Differences in the

annual cat tax also vary substantially across cotmtries. In FYance, diesel cars obtain

a favorable car tax treatment; in Belgium, a moderate car tax partly offsets the

fuel cost savings from driving a diesel; in Italy, car taxes are so high that they

completely outweigh the fuel cost savings, at least for the average driver.

The savings in annual operating costs can be confronted with the extra initial

purchase price to be paid for diesel cars. As the eighth and ninth row of Table

2 demonstrate, in all three countrie.s diesel cars are more expensive than gasoline

cars, even after adjusting for differences in observed quality.s In F}ance, for example,

principle charncterieti~a, come from the induetry aswciationa, A.C.E.A., F.E.B.LA.C. and from

aurvey data 6y De Borger (1987) and C.B.S.
aHelpful and competent reeearch aeaietance in thia tedioua data wllection proceee wae provided

by Sandy Torrekena.
óThe favorable fuel tax treatment of the dieael engine in maet European countrien doen not have

an endvonmental juatificatioa Preeumably, it ia a meana of diecriminating between sutomobile

and truck drivere, aince the latter are equipped atandard with a dieeel engine.
BWe used a hedonic regreasion to compute quality adjueted price differencea. The price di(fer-

ence between a gaeolina and a dieeel car waa regroeeed on differencee in the performance charecter-

istica, horaepower, displacement and weight. The conataut of euch a regreeaion can be viewed as the
quality adjueted price di(felance, eince thia ie what remaitu after all differencm in charatteriatica
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the average driver would need about 5 years before his dieselinvestment of 2730

dollar (unadjusted for quality) is paid back by the savings in annual operating cost.
Observe that the extra initial purchsse price for diesel cars is much higher in F~ance

than in Belgium and in Italy, which indicates that manufacturers take into account

the differences in tax treatment in their pricing strategies.

To obtain some further insights in the relationship between the extra initial
purchase price for diesel cars and differences in annual operating costs, one may
regress the following hedonic equation using our data set of model pairs:

OPi-,QotAt~PERFj-(;t(kis,nit~ri)fr,i. (I)

This equation regresse.s the difference in initial purchase price between a diesel and
a gasoline variant of model j, Opi, on the dif(erence in annual operating costs,
controlling for the difference in measured performance OPERFj. The difference in
annual operating coata equals the annual car tax difference (Ori ) plus the difference
in fuel costs per mile (~ni) times the annual mileage of model j's average driver (fti ).
The term OPERFi consists of the variables horsepower, displacement and weight.
In a second specification, horsepower and displacement are replaced by speed and
acceleration. This regression is essentially the satne as in Dreyfus and Viscusi ( 1995),
where the variables are now expressed as differences ( between gasoline and diesel)
rather than as levels.~

Our focus is on the estimate of (3a. One may interpret this coefficient as the

consumers' willingness to pay for one extra dollar of savings in operating costs.

If consumers capitalize their annual operating costs at an impticit interest tate r,

using a time horizon T, then ~ can be interpreted as what Dreyfus and Viscusi

call the "vehicle's discounted life":

T-1

13t-1flfr}...(1~-rI -
Irr~l-(1-i-r)-T~. (2)

Intuitively, if for example a car would be expected to last only one year (T - 1),

then (ft - 1, i.e. consumers would be willing to pay one dollar for an extra dollar

saved on operating costs. Similarly, if consumers do not discount the future (r - 0),

then Qz - T, i.e. consumers would be willing to pay T dollars for an extra dollar

saved on annua! operating costs ( the undiscounted pay-back time). More generally,

from our estimate of~, one can compute the consumer's implicit interest rate r, by
assuming a certain value for the time horizon T. As in Dreyfus and Viscusi, we use

the median sutomobile durability ( the time at which 50 percent of the sutomobiles

are aet equal to uro.
rThe difterencing takes out model-epecific e(fecta, which ie feaeible here aince our dateaet con-

aists of pnira of automobilea.
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has become obsolete) as a measure of the time horizon. Median durability equals

11 years in Belgium and in Ftance, and 15 years in Italy, compared to 13 years in
Dreyfus and Viscusi's study of U.S. automobiles.s

The results from an ordinary least squares regtession of (1), pooling the data

across countries and markets, are presented in Table 3. The regression includes

dummy variables for time, market, and country of production location, in addi-

tion to the variables discussed above. Most coefíicients have intuitive signs and

relatively low standard errors, consistent with other hedonic regressions. In the

first specification (including horsepower and displacement) the estimate of the "ve-

hicle's discounted life" coe(ficient, (3i, is 4.8; the corresponding estimate of the

implicit interest rate r equals 23.5 percent with a standard error of 2.5. This esti-

mate suggeats that consumers use a fairly high implicit interest rate when making

the gasoline~diesel ínvestment decision. Our second specifcation (including speed

and acceleration) reinforces this concluaion. The estimate of (3z is here 2.8; the

correspondittg implicit interest rate estimate is 55.7 percent, with a standard er-

ror of 16.1. Theae high estimates seem consistent with the results in most other

studies on consumer durable goods purchasing decisions. In particular, one may

compare our results with Dreyfus and Viscusi's (1995) hedonic study for the au-

tomobile market in the U.S. They report interest rate estimates ranging from 11

to 17 percent. At first sight, these estimates seem substantially lower than ours.

However, one should be very cautious in making a proper comparison. In fact,

Dreyfus and Viscusi's "discounted life" coefficient (our ~) is multiplied by another

parameter, which they catl a"capitalization rate". This is defined as the rate at

which the marketplace incorporates life-cycle operating costa into vehicle prices. In

our model this parameter is normalized to 1,9 and the imphcit interest rate can be

immediately computed using the formula for ,02. To obtain comparable figurea in

Dreyfus and Viscusi's model, the impHcit interest rate r should be uncovered from

the product of the estimated discounted life coefficient ((32) and the capitalization

rate. Given that they obtain the quite low estimate of 0.35 fot the capitalization

rate, the comparable implicit interest rates (used in evaluating future annual oper-

ating cost savings) would in fact be much larger than their reported estimates of 11

and 17 percent, possibly well above 30 percent.lo In sum, our hedonic regression

eldeally, one ehould uae model-epecific data on vehick durability. However, ae in Drey[ue and
Viecuai, auch detailed data are not at our diapaaal.

aDue to eome apecific pmpertiea in their model they separately identify the vehicle à dixounted

life ccefficient ((lj) and the capitalization rate. One euch identifying property ie the wneideration
of mortality riek and injury, which involve a different time horizon than car durability; another
identifying property ie the nonlinearity of the capitaliaed operating coet veriable.

toBecauee Dreyfue and Viacuni allow the operating coata variable to anter nonlineerly, we cannot
compute the implicit intereet rate from the information ptovided in their papea The very low
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analysis suggests that people behave fairly myopically in the gasoline~diesel invest-

ment decision, which seems consistent with previous studies on consumer durables,

including Dreyfus and Viscusi's study once their low estimate of the capitalization

rate is taken into account.

The above discussion, based on the country summary statistics of Table 2 and

the hedonic regression of Table 3, did not explicitly take into account consumer

behavior, as measured by the relative sales of gasoline and diesel models. The last

row of Table 2 reports the "dieselization rate", the percentage of diesel cars in the

total car sales. Interestingly, the above discussed cross-country differences in annual

operating costs seem to be refiected in the countriea' dieselization rate. In Belgium

and especially in France, where diesel cars may generate large savings in operating

costs, the dieselization rate is high. In Italy, where diesel cars do not yield savings in

operating costs, at least to the average driver, the dieselization rate only reaches 15

percent. Cross-country differences in annual operatíng costs thus seem responsible

for differences in dieselization rate, despite our obaervation made above that car

manufacturers seem to be charging a higher diesel surcharge in those countries with

a more favorable tax regime towatds diesel cars.

The above discussion provides some first intuition on how the relationships be-

tween prices (possibly adjusted for quality), annual operating costs and sales may

say something about the attitude of consumers towards gasoline and diesel cars, and

their willingness to pay for investment opportunities. Nevertheless, various issues

need to be addressed to provide a more mmplete analysis. Does the hedonic regres-

sion model, which relates prices to operating costs, have a theoretical justification?

How can~should sales data possibly be integrated in an econometric analysis? Can

we justify our focus on the "average driver"? Or should we instead take into ac-

count the fact that consumers are heterogeneous and incorporate the distribution

of annual mileage across consumers? How should we cope with the possibility that

prices are determined endogenously by the manufacturers, in response to the same

factors that influence consumer decisions?

3 The econometric model

3.1 Theoretical model

To model the consumer's intertemporal choice problem of paying a higher initial

purchase price (the diesel premium) in exchange for future savings in operating

costs, we proceed in two steps. First, we formulate a discrete choice model of cat

purchasing decisions to find the consumers' ind'uect utility for any model j coming

capitalization rate of . 35 suggeata Lhey will be quite high.
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with an engine variant k. Next, we derive the market share of the gasoline engine
variant in the total sales of each model j.

Consider the following discrete choice model of car purchasing decisions. Con-
sumers choose to purchase one particular model j coming with one of the two engine
variants k, where k- G, D refers to the gasoline or the diesel engine. The utility
derived from purchasing one particular model~engine variant takea the following
simple form

u~k-zfa~k~-v~,

where a~k is the mean intrinsic utility from purchasing model j with engine k,

common to all conaumers; v~ is an individual-specific random wmponent around

that mean; and z is the consumption of goods other than car services. Note that

the Gnear specification ia quite standatd in the discrete choice literature. Both the

mean utility term a~k and the individual-specific term v~ may depend on observable

characteristica such as performance, size and safety. The term v~ is often modelled

as an i.i.d. random variable (as in the popular logit model), implying no correlation

of consumet preferences acroas cars. Advances in the discrete choice literature, most

notably by Berry (1994) and Berry, Levinsohn and Palce.s (1995), show how to relax

this unrealistic essumption and allow consumer preferences to be correlated across

cars with similar characteristics. Their apecification yields a quite 8exible aggregate

model of ptoduct differentiation, with plausible aubstitution patterns between car

models. As will become clear below, our approach abstracts from aspects of product

differentiation between different car models, and doea require any restrictions on the

distribution of v~.

Consumers have an annual income g to be spent on car services and other goods.

Annual expenditures on car aervicea include the following three terms: annualized

initial purchase price, annual car taxes and annual fuel expenditures. Conaider

these three terms in turn. (i) The initial purchase price of a car is p~k. With an

expected durabihty of T years and a rate of time preference, or implicit interest

rate, r, the purchase price can be written in annualized terms as pp~k, where p

is the annualization coefflcient, which is simply the inverae of the discounted life

coefficient given by (2),

p- 1 t r ~1 -(1 f r)-TÍ-1 (3)

This is a common approach to annualizing the value of a durable good, for more
details aee for example Hausman ( 1979). ( ii) In addition to the annualized purchase
price pp~k, the consumers need to pay an armual car tax of r~k. This tax may differ
across models and variants, and is usually based on the "fïscal horsepower" of a
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car. The fiscal horsepower is computed from characteristics such as horsepower,

displacement and weight according to a formula defined by the government. (iii)

Finally, consumers incur annual fuel expenditures. These depend on the fuel price qk

(francs per gallon of fuel k), the fuel efficiency w;k (gallons per mile), and the annual

mileage B. Annual fuel expenditures per mile are a;k - qkw;k. The annual mileage

B is a random variable which may vary from consumer to consumer. For simplicity,

assume that annual mileage is not sensitive to fuel prices (inelastic demand), so .

that a consumer's total annual fuel expenditures equal ajkB.li

In sum, when purchasing a particular model j with engine k, total annua] ex-

penditures on cat services are given by pp;k } r;k } n;kB. The remaining income

y- pp;k -T;k -a;kB is left for the consumption on other goods z(at a price normal-

ized to 1). We can then write the indirect utility derived from purchasing a model

j with engine k as

u j k - y- Pi~Jk- Tj k - 7r; kB} a;k} V; .

Given this indirect utility function conaumers can choose their most preferred

model and engine variant. For our purposes it is aufficient to focus on the consumer's

choice of engine variant k conditiona! on purchasing a particular roodel j. This

choice is crucially dependent on the consumer's annual mileage B. A con.sumer is

indifferent between buying model j with a gasoline engine G and with a diesel engine

D if u;~ - ujo, hence if óer annual mileage equals

B- B' - Da; - POPi - ~ri

0a; ' (4)
where the ~xj denotes the difference between a diesel and a gasoline variable,

i.e. Ox; - x;D - x;c. Notice that the random variable V; does not appear in this

equation. Consumers driving B c B~ prefer the gasoline engine of j; other consumers

prefer the diesel engine of j. The probability that the gasoline variant is chosen,

conditional upon buying j, is then given by

Pr(B ~ Bj ~ j) - Fi(Bi), (5)

where Fj(.) is the conditional cumulative distribution function of B, i.e. conditional

upon choosing j. The empirical distribution of mileage may differ across models j.

For example, it is observed that consttmers who decide to purchase larger cars tend

ttprevioue etudim hava eetimated quite low elaeticitias of gavoline damand, varying from 0 to
around -. 2. See for axample Goldberg ( 1998) (or a diecueeion. Given that we make uee of aggregate
demand rather than houeehold level data, a relaxation of the inelaetic demand aeeumption would
eeeentially only affect the epecific functional forme in our model. In the empirical reaulte, we report
eome resulte with an elaetic demand for mileage epecification.
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to drive more miles per year. This follows from a correlation between preferences

for large cars and mileage.

It is now possible to obtain the main equation to be estimated. Equate the

conditional probability of buying a gasoline engine of j to the observed market

share of the gasoline variant of j in the total sales of j, s~li:

scli - Fi(B~).

Since the cumulative distribution function Fi(.) is a monotone increasing function,

we can invert this equation such that B~ - F~~(s~~i). Rearrange using (4) to

obtain:

Fi ~(s~li)Oni f OTi f P~Pi - Oai~ (6)

where F~~(-) is a monotone function defined as the inverse of Fi(.).

3.2 Econometric speciflcation

Our interest is in estimating ( 6). To achieve our goal we need to specify F~ ~(-) and

Dai in (6).

First consider F~~(.). Econometrically, this function simply transforms the

market shate data ac~i, analogous to for example a logarithmic transformation.

Economically, since F~ ~(.) is the inverse of the cumulative distribution function of

mileage, one can interpret F~~(s~~i) as a ihreshold mileage, i.e. the mileage that

is not reached during one year by a given proportion s~~i of consumers purchasing

j. In principle, this information can be obtained from consumer survey tables con-

taining, for each model, one column with annual mileage categories and a second

column with the proportion of cars corresponding to each mileage category; there

is no need for making parametric assumptions on the distribution function of B. In

practice, we do not have such a detailed information at our disposal for the three

countries. We therefore specify the cumulative distribution function of B, and its

corresponding inverse, parametrically as a parsimonious function of two parameters,

the mean annual mileage {~i and the standard deviation ai, for which we have prior

information by several principle characteristics of the models, such as horsepower

and weight. Given our parametric approach it is important to examine the robust-

ness of our results with respect to various alternative distribution functions. We

consider three different functional forms: the double exponential (which reaembles

the bell shape of the normal distribution), a two-parameter exponential (which is a

skewed distribution function) and the uniform. All distributions contain two para-

meters, which are written in such a way that they obtain the interpretation of inean
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and standard deviation. More specifically, for these three distribution functions the

market share equations sc~; - F;(Bj) are given by:

Double exponential : scl; - exp (- exP I - ~B~ - pi) ~ - ryl1 (7)
` ` ~~i 1 J

~ B~ - p; -~ oi

I
Exponential : sc~i - 1 - exp - o;

B~ - {ri f f~i
Uniform : scli - 2 f3o;

where n .~: 3.14 and ry~. 577 are constants. It is now straightforward to rearrange

these market share equations to obtain a parametric solution for B~ - F~~(scli)~
which can then be substituted into our main equation (6).

Now consider ~ai. Recall that Dai capturea the difference in the mean intrinsic

utility from purchasing model j with a diesel engine ( a;o) ot with a gasoline engine

(aic). Note that variables measuring size and safety are common to the gasoline

and diesel variants of a model j, so that they do not enter ~ai. Hence only the

perfotmance variables, such as horsepower, displacement, apeed and acceleration,

enter Dai. More preciaely, we specify Dai as follows:

Dai - ao t atr,PERF; f e;, (8)

where ~PERF; captures differences in observed performance variables, for example

differences in horsepower. The constant ao can be interpreted as the mean extra

utility from a diesel variant, possibly negative. It captures specific dieselfeatures

that are not measured by the performance vatiables in ~PERFj, such as discomfort

from noise, unrehability and even durabilityi~. Finally, the term e; is a mean zero

i.i.d. error term. It captures diesel features specific to model j that influence utility,

but are unobserved by the econometrician. For example, it is possible that a Renault

19 has a diesel engine with above average reliability, whereas Volkswagen Polo has

one below average.

To summarize, substituting the expression of Da;, (8), in equation (6), we ohtain

the following specification to be estimated:

Fi 1(scli)~~i f Ori f pOpi - ao f aiOPERFi f ei~ (9)

where F~ ~ ( sc~i) can be computed from the distribution functions given by (7). The

parameters to be estimated in this model are ao, al and p. From our estimate of p

one can compute the implicit interest rate r using (3).

1~In principle, di(terencee in durability between gaeoline and dieeel modela ehould be captured
by allowing for difterencea in time horizon T. In practice, however, thia cannot be identified Crom
the conatant term ne.
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3.3 Identification and estimation

It is useful to compare our econometric model to a hedonic regression, which is the

common approach to estimate implicit interest rates from aggregate data, see e.g.

Dreyfus and Viscusi (1995). We presented implicit interest rate estimates using

such an approach in the previous section, based on specification (1), relating price

differences between gasoline and diesel cars to differences in annual operating costs,

controlling for differences in characteristics. Aher dividing the hedonic equation

(1) by (t2, and slightly rearranging, one can verify the apparent similarity to the

derived structural equation (9). Our parameter p is thus comparable to the inverse

of ~ in the hedonic apecification. The essential difference between both equations

is the replacement of the term p~~a~, measuring differences in avemge annual fuel

expenditures, with the term F~ i(sc~~)~n~, which can be interpreted as measurictg

differences in thmshold annua! fuel ezpenditures, since the latter is the product of

our "threshold mileage term" and fuel costs per mile. Crucially, the threshold fuel

expenditure term, F~ ~(s~~~ )Da„ dependa on consumer behavior, as reflected by the

market share variable sc~~, in contrast to the average fuel expenditure term p~~a~

from hedonic regressions. Our aggregate specification derived from an individual

choice model thus replaces the somewhat arbitrary average fuel expenditure term

by a threshold fuel expenditure term, which depends on the market share variable

s~~~. Put somewhat differently, by moving pOp~ to the right-hand side, we may

interpret (9) as a demand function, the dependent variable being a simple monotone

transformation of the market share variable scu. As the price surcharge for a diesel

variant of j, Op~, increases, the demand for the diesel variant of j will fall in favor

of the gasoline variant.13 The larger p, the more myopic consumers are, and the

more sensitive they are to changes in inítial purchase price.

To estimate the parameters in our demand equation (9) consistently, in partic-

ular p, it is important to recognize that Op~ is an endogenous variable, determined

by the pricing atrategy of the car manufacturers. Consequently, Op~ may be cor-

related to the error term e~, which reflects the unobserved (to the econometrician)

diesel features of model j. To understa.nd this correlation intuitively, consider a

car model j with a particularly high e„ say due to below-average discomfort from

diesel noise and above-average diesel reliability. On the one hand, given these fea-

tures, the manufacturer will fínd it profitable to charge a relatively high extra price

for this diesel variant, hence the positive correlation between ~p~ and e~. On the

other hand, one may expect a high market share for such a good diesel variant,

despite the relatively high extra price. In sum, when the diesel variant of model j

is particularly good (a high e~), a large diesel price and a large diesel market share

1a.~ ~ri(y thie, bear in mind that tlx~ G 0.
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may coincide. Vice versa, a low diesel price and a low diesel market share may

occur when e~ is small (below uro). As a result, a simple ordinary least squares

(OLS) estimator will yield inconsistent demand parameter estimates; in particular

our main parameter of interest, p, will be biased towards zero and may even be

negative. To the extent that the manufacturer follows a profibmaximizing rather

than a fully random pricing strategy, the price endogeneity problem will be of a real

concern and an instrumental variable estimator should be used.

What instruments can be used? In traditional demand estimation problems, one

may borrow exogenous variables from the supply side as instruments. In models

of product differentiation, the choice of suitable instruments is more difficult. The

variables that are commonly assumed exogenous are the nonprice characteristics of

the gooda, such as performance, fuel efficiency or taxes.14 These variables, however,

may influence both the demand and supply (cost). Berry (1994) and Berry, Levin-

sohn and Pakes (1995) discuss this problem and provide a solution suitable for the'u

application. In our framework, the restrictions that are implicit in specification (9)

provide an answer to the choice of instruments. In patticular, the variables ~n~

and Or~ do not interact with any parameter to be estimated. We may thus use

these variables as instruments for Op~. Using OPERFj, ~a~ and Or„ we have

one more instrument than the numbet of parameters to be estimated. Our specific

instrumental variable method used to estimate (9), is Hansen's (1982) generalized

method of moments (GMM) estimator, with heteroskedasticity-consistent standard

errors.

4 The empirical results

The empirical results from estimating model ( 9), using the data set described in

section 2, are presented in Table 4. The estimates are based on the bell-shaped

double exponential distribution function for mileage, i.e. the first row in (7). The

robustness of the results with respect to the other two distribution functions will

be discussed afterwards. We present results from both an ordinary least squares

estimator and our instrumental variable (GMM) estimator, which allows the price

variable Op~ to be endogenous.

For all regressions, we need to apecify which technical characteristics enter in
OPERFj. As discussed in more detail in section 2, we have collected data on
the following performance variables, which may differ between the gasoline and
diesel variants: horsepower, displacement, weight, speed and acceleration. We ex-
perimented with several alternative specifications. Table 4 presents results for two

~dThe usual juatification for thie aeaumption ie that theee charecteriatica are variablea that can
only be slowly adjuated, eo that they may be viewed as predetermined at the pricing stage.
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combinations of variables: one specification including horsepower, displacement and
weight; and another in which horsepower and displacement are replaced by speed

and acceleration. The estimates for our main parameter of interest, p, and the cor-

responding implicit interest rate, r, were robust with respect to various alternative

specifications.15

We impose some further structure on the error term e~ through fixed effects.
Since our sample covers three markets (Belgium, F}ance and Italy) during the pe-

tiod 1991-1994, we include the appropriate market and time dummies to capture

unobserved differences in consumer valuations across markets and time (the refer-
ence market is Belgium; the reference period is 1991). Similarly, we include source

dummies to capture unobserved differences in valuations across country of origin.

Cars may originate from Fhance, Germany, Italy or `bther countries" (Japan, Spain

or the United Kingdom).

A Hausman-Wu exogeneity test statistic has been computed to compare the

OLS and GMM estiamtes, for both specifications of the characteristics. This chi-

squared distributed test-statistic looks at the difference between the least squares

and instrumental variables estimates, standardizing by the difference in the covari-
ance matrices of the two sets of estimates. Under the null hypothesis of exogeneity,

the least squares estimator would be more efficient. However, as shown by the

large test-statistics on the bottom of the OLS columns, we reject the hypothesis

of exogeneity. This confirms our intuition of the previous section that price is an

endogenous variable, correlated to the error term due to the pricing practices of

the manufacturers. We therefore concentrate our discussion on the GMM results.

Nevertheless, it will be instructive to return to a comparison between the OLS and

GMM results afterwards.

In both specifications, the ccefficients of the characteristics have the expected
sign. Extra weight on diesel models, which according to consumer reports partly
follows from a better insulation against diesel noise, is valued positively by con-
sumers. Similarly, in the first specification, horsepower and displacement positively
and significantly affect consumer valuations. In the second spec6cation, maximum
speed positively infiuences consumer valuations, whereas acceleration time (time to
reach 100 km~hour) has a negative impact. The constant term (units expressed in
dollar) is estimated significantly negative in both speciScations. This implies that
consumers tend to place a negative value on a diesel variant after wntrolling for

15For example, we coneidered a epecification with the horaepower~weight ratio and diaplacement
ae characteristice. We aleo coneidered epecificationa ín which horeepower, displacement, weight,
speed and acceleration ell enter together. Due to (tommon) multicollinearity the parametere of
eome of the technical characteriatica have the unexpected aign, wíthout affecting the reeults on the
eetimate of p, our parameter of main intereat.
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observed differences between gasoline and diesel. This may follow from unobserved

discomfort from the slowet diesel start, noise or lower reliability under cold temper-

atures. This perceived discomfort seems especially important in France (negative

fixed effect) and less important in Italy (positive fixed effect). The positive time

effects (though often insignificant) suggest that the dieael discomfort became less

important after 1991, consistent with conventional wisdom (more widespread use

of the turbo, and direct injection which essentially eliminates most diesel disadvan-

tages). Country of origin seems to matter only for Italian cars: consumers value

the diesel version of an Italian car about 805 higher than its gasoline twin brother.-

We can now come to a discussion of our estimatce of p, from which the implicit

interest rate r can be computed. We estimate p - 0.146 and p- 0.126 for our

first and second specification, respectively, with corresponding standard errors of

0.019 and 0.018. First of all, notice that these estimates are much larger than the

estimates of p obtained using ordinary least squares (precisely estimated around

0.02 and 0.01, r~pectively). This is intuitive. Our Hausman teats rejected the

hypothesis of exogenous prices, so that ordinary least squares will be inconsistent.

In the previous section, it was argued that the bias of p would be downwards

under a positive correlation between price and the error term. The "wst" of using

instruments is a reduced efnciencey, as evidenced by the larger standard errors for

our estimated coefficients. Nevertheless, our standard errors our still relatively low,

indicating that our instruments for the price variable (the fuel and car tax variables)

perform well.

The estimates of the implicit interest rate r corresponding to our estimates of

p can be easily computed, using (3). Table 5 provides these estimates for both

specifications of characteristics. As a further check for the robustneas of our results,

Table 5 also provides estimates of r based on the other distribution functions of

mileage referred to in (7), the exponential and uniform.~s For example, our point

estimate of r under the double exponential distribution with the variables horse-

power and displacement included, is equal to 11.8 percent with a 95 percentage

confidence interval of [7.88,15.80]. More genérally speaking, the point estimates

for the implicit interest rates range between 5 and 13 percent, depending on the

adopted specification. The lowest estimatea were obtained under the assumption

that annual mileage is distributed exponentially across consumers. Yet given the

magnitude of the standard errors, it seems fair to conclude that the implicit interest

rate estimates are essentially robust with respect to the choice of functional form

~BThe eetimates of the psrameten uaing the exponentionsl and uniform distribution do not

díffer by much from the eetimatee oF the double exponentisl preaented in Table 4. Since they yield

no interrating new ineights, they are not reported.
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for mileage distribution.l~

Under all specifications for the distribution of mileage, we obtain estimates of r

that are substantially below the reported estimates of 23.5 and 55.7 percent in the

hedonic regreasions. Why is it that we now obtain interest rate estimates that are

so much lower than in the hedonic model? To see this, recall that our structural

mode! incorporates the market share variable measuring the relative popularity of

the gasoGne and diesel variants. This relative popularity varies a lot from model

to model (see Table 1). What our estimates tell us, is that thia variability can

be explained quite well by price and operating cost differences between the diesel

and gasolíne variants. Other things equal, those diesel models that offer a better

financial deal are also considerably more popular. If consumers did not respond well

to such financial deals, a higher estimate of the interest rate would have resulted.

Clearly, such consumer responses cannot be captured appropriately in an aggregate

model without market share data, as in the hedonic regressions of section 2, or

in Dreyfus and Viscusi's (1995) hedonic study. Similarly, Gately's (1980) study of

refrigerators does not take into acoount market ahare data. He compares thtee pa'trs

of refrigerators, each pair coming in an energy-efócient and an energy-inefGcient

variant. Based on a high ratio of energy-savings to initial purchasing premitun, he

computes extremely high returns from purchasing the energy-efïtcient variants, for

all three typea of refrigerators (varying between 45 and 300 percent). His estimates

do not, however, take into account a possible strong popularity of the energy-efficient

variants. If, in an extreme case, one wotild observe that the energy-inefficient models

have a zero market share, one cannot draw any conclusions about implicit interest

rates from the computed returns.

As discussed in the introduction, economic theory predicts that consumers should

discount their future gains or losses at the market interest rate i. To which extent

do our estimates of the conaumers' implicit interest rate r, summarized in Table 5,

coincide with the market interest rate i? Of course, there is no single market interest

rate, so one should consider some alternative measures. The three-month interbank

interest rate roughly varied between 6 and 9 percent in the three countries during

our sample period. The long term government bond interest rate (over 5 years)

varied between 7.5 and 10 percent. We also obtained information about interest

rates in Belgium on installment loans specifically for purchasing cars (value of loan

1~Reca11 that our apecificetion ia baeed on the aeeumption that tonaumere have inelastic fuel
demand. The expoaition and functional forme become very tedioua when elaetic demand ia allowed
fot. We neverthelem experimented with an elaetic demand epecification, eaeuming conaumera have
a uniform distribution acro~ typea. In thie example, pinning down the elaeticity to -0.2, we
obtained an implicit intermt rate eetimate of 13 percent, compered to the 12 percent eetimate for
the corrrsponding iaelaetic demand caee. Detaila on the derivation of the functiona! forme and the
eatimatee aro available on requeet.
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of 400,000 BF, i.e. about 10,0005; fixed monthly payments during 48 months).is

The "best-buy" intereat rates for these loans varied between 9.03 and 11.71 percent

during 1992-1994. These market rates generally fall within the 95 percent confi-

dence intervals for our implicit interest estimates implied by Table 5. Even though

the confidence intervals for our implicit interest rate estimates may be relatively

large in some specifications, it seems safe to conclude that our estimated implicit

interest rates only slightly and not significantly excced the above measures of the

market interest rate. This reault is in stark contrast with most previous studies,

which report much higher eetimates, usually well above 20 or even 30 percent.

5 Discussion of the results

We have analyzed the censumer's investment problem to buy a gasoline or a diesel

car - a trade-off between a higher initisl purchase price and future annual fuel cost

savings. Our emp'uical results indicate that consumers roughly behave according to

the predictions of intertemporal choice theory. Our estimated implicit interest rates

vary between 5 and 13 percent, slightly but not substantially above the market inter-

est rate. Our estimates have implications for the debate in endvonmental economics

about the relative effectiveneae of fuel tax policies and fuel efficiency standards. We

leave this as an interesting topic for further research. In the remaining part of this

section, we concentrate our diecuasion on an interpretation of our estimates. The

puzzle to be explained is not another rejection of traditional economic theory. The

question is rather why we obtain implicit intereat rate estimates so much lower than

other studies on consumer durables purchasing decisions.

In the previous section we compared our resulta with those of other studies that

use aggregate data, e.g. Gately ( 1979), Dreyfus and Viscusi(1995), and our results

of section 2. We pointed out that our lower interest rate eatimates may follow from

our improved methodology, whicó explicitly takes into account consumer behavior

through market share data in the aggregate model. However, this leaves unexplained

the high interest rate estimates obtained in household-level consumption studies,

which, of course, also explicitly incorporate consumer behavior. Hausman (1979)

studied individual purchaeing behavior for airwnditioners, in which consumers face

the choice between varioua brands which differ in energy-efficiency. He obtains

implicit interest rate estimates of on average 25 percent. In a micro-study on space

and water heating choice, Dubin and McFadden ( 1984) obtain an estimate of about

20 percent.

A first explanation for our lower implicit interest rates, close to capital market

leThis hietorical informstion wss kindly provided by the Belgien coneumer orgenization Teat-
Amkoop.
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rates, may be the presence of some specific structutal featutes in the automobile

market. Loewenstein and Thaler (1989) report experimental evidence that indi-

vidual intereat rates tend be lower when the time to be waited increases, when

the size of the award risea, and when it concerns a loss rather than a gain (debt

aversion). However, it seems that cars and other durables goods, such as sircondi-

tionets, do not aignificantly differ in these dimensions. Lower liquidity constraints

and better conaumer information may be a more plausible explanation for our lower

estimates. F'ust, there is a well-eatablished capital market for financing automobile

pur~ases. Automobiles can be financed through epecifically designed installment

loans or leasing oontracts. Car manufacturers generally also offer special financing

options. Although it is also possible to Snance the purchase of other durable goods

on the capital market, this neede to be done through the general-purpose personal

loans; these are typically more expensive, by about 3 percent in Belgium during our

sample period. Second, consumers receive quite detailed information regarding their

"investment opportunities" in the car market. Specialized car magazines regularly

publish tabels with the cost per mile for very large samples of cars. A Belgian con-

sumer report computed the critical mileages for about one hundred different care,

at which it arould become profitable to purchase the diesel version.19 Furthermore,

consumer wareness about fuel oosts may be particularly strong, compazed to energy

costs for household appliancea. Consumer incur fuel costs at the gas atation sev-

eral times per month. Electricity and other energy costs for household appliances

are incurred much less frequently and, perhaps more importantly, enter a general .

energy bill.

A final explanation for our low implicit interest rate estimates, compared to

other studies, is the simple consumer choice problem we have focused on. Our

approach considers the problem of selecting a gasoline or a diesel variant, conditional

upon choosing a particular model. This is a relatively clean investment problem,

unclouded by product differentiation aspects of choosing one car out of all possible

models.~ The other (household-level) studies on consumer durables infer implicit

interest rate~ from the more compGcated individual choice problem of deciding

upon the most preferred brand acrass a large set of brands. This problem contains

a mixture of both intertemporal aspects of investment (future energy savings) and

a-temporal aspecta of product differentiation.

19Teet-Amkoop Msgazine nr. 373, January 1995. Incidently, to compute theee critical mikagee,

the study edopted a sero intereat rate.
pFormally, thu ie tbcauoe the model-epecific term v~ in sn individual'e utility, which cepturea

the individual-epecific valustion for cnr j, is irrelevant when compering e gmoline md dieeel

vnrinnt.
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6 Tables
Tablel. Summary statistics (406 observations)

gasoline market shate

initial purchase price (in S)

annual car tax (in S)

horsepower (kW)

displacement (cc)

weight (kg)
speed (km~hour)

acceleration (sec. to 100 km~hour)

fuel efficiency (liter per 100 km)

French origin

German origin'
Itaóan origin

Std Dev
2317

7530

140.0

18.75

309

204

16.7

2.31

0.848

0.367

0.496

0.461

1`finimum

.0435

9203

41.5

33.50

I151

678

142.5

10.00

4.833

0

0

0

' Includes G.M. (Opel) and Ford cars produced in Germany.

Table 2. Differences between gasoline and diesel cars

Belgium France Italy

average difference in specification

horsepower

displacement

weight

speed
acceleration

-6.80

362

81.3
-7.18

1.95

Mean

.5807

19255

229.8
62.48

1784

1102

173.1
14.21

6.805

0.160

0.431

0.305

-6.64

353

83.9

-6.82
1.92

average difference in annual operating cost

annual fuel costs'

annual car taxes

-390
66.7

-509
-40.3

average difference in annual purchase price
quality-unadjusted

quality-adjusted

dieselization rate

2129
994

2733
1397

-7.12

359
80.1
-7.56
1.98

-420

493.1

1901
347

Maximum

.9961
42654
629.6
107.50
2496
1475
209
20.00
8.700
1
1

1

~ 0.442 ~37 .152

'Annual fuel costs are computed for the average driver by model.
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Table 3. Estimates of hedonic model (1)

constant

time92

time93

time94

1lench matket

Italian matket

F~ench origin

German origin

Italian origin

horsepower

displacement

weight

speed

acceleration

price (,(3z)

OLS estimates

-227.6
(71.2)
-6.1
(39.4)
-94.9
(40.2)
-100.3
(44.5)
-98.0
(34.8)
335.0
(41.0)
-27.2
(59.3)
87.3
(56.0)
56.6
(55.2)
5.10
(1.90)
.741
(.081)
1.417
(.456)

4.795

210.0

(158.1)

6.6

(74.1)
-136.9
(77.5)
-128.4
(85.1)
-27.4
(70.5)
299.4
(78.3)
-102.0
(109.5)
185.2
(108.5)
39.0
(101.3)

4.401
(1.000)
23.66
(6.21)
-18.31
(25.25)
2.779

I (.511) I (.495)
Standard errors are in parentheses. Coefficients (and standard errors) other

than the price coefficient are divided by ~, see discussion later in text.
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Tàble 4. Estimates of demand model (9)

constant

time92

time93

time94

F~ench market

Italian market

FY~ench origin

German origin

ItaGan origin

horaepower

displacement

weight

speed

acceleration

P

GMM estimates

-306.4
(52.0)
57.1
(31.7)
33.2
(29.5)
39.1
(30.7)
-54.4
(22.8)
105.1
(36.9)
49.8
(27.7)
42.1
(27.6)
79.1
(26.5)
3.02
(1.43)
.409
(071)
.943
(.336)

.146
(.019)

Hausman-Wu exogeneity test I
Standard errors are in parentheses.

-188.6
(43.3)
53.8
(25.2)
36.3
(23.8)
50.9
(24.2)
-70.3
(18.9)
133.8
(30.2)
-4.2
(23.8)
-10.8
(26.0)
33.8
(22.6)

1.465
(.294)
12.75
(1.84)
-24.75
(8.00)
.126
(.018)

OLS estimates

-359.5
(34.0)
51.7
(18.9)
66.6
(19.0)
86.6
(21.0)
-149.7
(15.6)
-164.9
(19.4)
6.6
(28.1)

-67.0
(24.8)

-4.5

(25.5)

3.22

(.91)
.264

(.034)

-.189
(.207)

.020

(.005)

52.6

-338.9

(35.9)

59.1

(19.7)

75.5

(19.8)

102.9

(22.0)

-160.8

(16.3)

171.8

(20.2)

-16.2

(29.1)

-61.8

(25.6)

-8.0

(26.2)

.296
(.206)
11.62
(1.60)
-38.75
(6.60)
.011
(.005)
48.3
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Table 5. Estimatea of implicit interest rates r(in percent), alternative distributions

characteristics include: double exponential exponential uniform
(bell-ahaped) (skewed)

horsepower and displacement 11.84 10.53 12.24 .
(2.02) (1.67) (2.23)

speed and acceleration 8.61 4.99 13.18
(1.32) (0.67) (2.64)

tandard errors are in patentheses.
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